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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technology has significantly affected the ways in which we perceive, talk and
think about children’s stories and books. Since the early 2000s, smartphones,
Wiis, tablets and other new technologies have brought about major
changes in story representation, story sharing and book creation. These
changes include possibilities for personalising children’s stories, that is to say
enabling others to make a fictional story into a personal or customised
story.  Personalised stories are socially relevant and culturally sensitive and are
in line with the rationale behind recent educational programs emphasising
personalised learning (O'Donoghue, 2009). Personalised books have been
found to support several literacy skills, promote children’s positive attitudes
to reading and broaden teachers’ views about the role of literacy in children’s
lives (Bracken, 1982; Allen et al., 2002; Bernhard et al. 2008). This Minibook
focuses on personalised stories created by children and teachers on
tablets and iPads and outlines their educational potential for Early Years
and primary school classrooms. 

The first part of this Minibook explains the value of personalised stories for
children’s motivation to learn as well as for their literacy development, and
revisits the importance of personalised learning and use of new technologies
in the 21st century.

The second part outlines the various ways in which personalised books
can be created with new technologies, with particular attention paid to iPads
and tablet applications. Examples from classrooms where teachers and
children used these technologies are provided to illustrate the potential
of digital personalised stories for the school curriculum. 

The third part considers the value of digital personalised books outside
curricular activities and discusses how such stories can act as a virtual bridge
between school and home.

1
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Chapter 1

Personalised stories and personalised
books: what are they?

Stories are a common frame of reference and a powerful medium for the
creation of meaningful contexts for children and adults across the world.
The stories we hold become visible to others through story-sharing. In
schools, this can happen in two principal forms: stories can be shared
either orally or in writing. Shared stories can be stored or recorded in various
forms and formats but are most frequently represented in book formats.

Audio-books are stories captured through audio-recording, while e-books
are digitally formatted textual stories which may contain pictures. If a
story is represented in various modes such as pictures, sounds and written
text, it is called a ‘multimodal story’. Digital multimodal stories are a new
addition to the range of story formats available to children, and have
become increasingly popular with the advent of new technologies in the
2000s. Technologies such as smartphones and tablets can support sharing
and creation of multimodal stories. With these technologies, multimodal
stories are easy to be collaboratively modified and published in various forms,
blurring the distinction between a multimodal story and multimodal book.

Story personalisation can range from personal stories we share with each
other on a daily basis to traditional tales which have been told for centuries.
Personal stories are typically part of everyday discourse and are often used
by children to make sense of their experiences (Bruner, 1987). In contrast,
fictional or traditional tales are tied to wider sociocultural discourses and
are often marked by a specific didactic or moral purpose. These stories
rarely carry a personal reference to the child and can be therefore described
as impersonal.

2
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Figure 1 Multimodal stories and books

Personalised stories lie somewhere in between these two ends of the story
spectrum. Personalised stories contain some personal elements - for example
a child’s name or picture - but these are inserted into a fictional narrative.
Children, teachers or parents can choose to personalise various elements
of a story. They can personalise the main story character and replace the
story hero with the child’s name. For example, a personalised version of
the Harry Potter book for a boy called Matthew would be the Harry Potter
book with the main character called Matthew not Harry, and with names
and some story elements replaced by Matthew’s friends’ names and personal
information (e.g. favourite locations or favourite activities). Personalised
stories are thus ‘hybrid’ stories which are becoming increasingly popular as
their production has been in recent years facilitated with new technologies.
Stories can also be personalised by keeping the character’s name and
characteristics but depicting him with the child’s own picture or photograph.
Alternatively, personalising stories can happen by changing the plots of
traditional story tales (e.g. for example a child personalising the Little Red
Riding Hood story can change the ending by suggesting that at the end
there is a birthday party at the child’s granny’s house). The production of
personalised books is open to the creativity and imagination of the ‘person-
aliser’ (i.e. the creator of the book) and as a consequence, each personalised
book represents a unique product of its kind.
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Figure 2 Personal, impersonal and personalised stories

The focus of this Minibook is on personalised books, with some reference
to personal books due to their intimate tie to personalised books.

Personalised stories offer a powerful way for engaging children in the
activity of story-sharing and have been shown to have several literacy benefits.
In addition, personalised books fit with the ‘personalisation turn’ in 21st
century education which places emphasis on individualised learning envi-
ronments. These benefits are explained in more detail in the next chapter.
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